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Abstract
Research data generated in large projects raise challenges
about not only data analytics but also data quality
assessments and data governance. The provenance of a data
set – that is the history of data sets – holds information
relevant to technicians and non-technicians and is able to
answer questions regarding data quality, transparency, and
more. We propose an implementation roadmap to extract,
store, and utilize provenance records in order to make
provenance available to data analysts, research subjects,
privacy officers, and machines (machine readability). Each
aspect is tackled separately, resulting in the implementation of
a provenance toolbox. We aim to do so within the context of
HiGHmed, a research consortium established within the
medical informatics initiative in Germany. In this testbed of
federated IT-infrastructures, the toolbox shall assist each
stakeholder in answering domain-specific and domainagnostic questions regarding the provenance of data sets. This
way, we will improve data re-use, transparency, and
reproducibility.
Keywords:
Data Accuracy, Metadata, Research, Reproducibility of
Results

Introduction
In addition to the variety of hospital information systems,
university hospitals and academic medical centers operate
specialized systems, each one serving specific use cases in a
best-of-breed manner to support research [1]. Furthermore, a
hospital runs multiple software systems in order to serve
medical care, generating vast amounts of heterogeneous data.
Using information that is contained in healthcare and research
systems requires cleansing, harmonizing, and integrating the
data sets – typically referred to as extract, transform, and load
(ETL) processes. Finally, an integrated data pool can be
generated for further analysis. As the numbers of data sets and
systems grow, for example by federating systems from
multiple sites, the complexity of performing ETL related tasks
grows as well. This makes the assessment of data quality a
tedious task. Moreover, data reuse is oftentimes difficult and
then neglected, which results in recaptured and regenerated
data sets per research project [2]. Thus, creating reusable data
sets represents an important focus in current research [3]. The
FAIR principles require data sets to be findable, accessible,
interoperable, and reproducible in order to ensure high-quality
data sharing and enable data reuse [4] both for humans and
machines. Fine-grained documentation of processes,
transformations, and influences on an object – also known as

provenance – from data sources, data integration pipelines,
and data repositories can be exploited to enable data reuse and
improve data quality [5,6]. Provenance is used to enhance
reproducibility, transparency, presentation, meta-analysis, and
machine-readability [7].
Capturing, storing, and utilizing provenance have shown to
provide valuable insights within biomedical research projects
[8] – technical experts inspect provenance in order to assess
data quality and gain insight into data processing across
multiple sites. We aim to implement a generalized toolbox
focused on provenance using our experience, providing
instruments to capture, store, and utilize provenance for
technicians and non-technicians alike. More disciplinespecific experience on how to handle provenance in federated
research projects is available from the geographic information
systems (GIS) [9], bio-informatics [10] or the physics domain
communities [11].
We will implement and test the provenance toolbox in the
context of the HiGHmed platform, which aims to implement a
federated platform of medical data sets in order to improve
healthcare and medical research at multiple institutions [12].
Conforming to the HiGHmed principles, the toolbox needs to
be scalable, compliant to local data safety and privacy
regulations, sustainable, federated, and focused on improving
patient healthcare. This toolbox should be applicable by
different stakeholders in medical research projects.
We propose this implementation roadmap towards a
provenance system architecture describing how we intend to
develop solutions to capture provenance appropriately, store
provenance securely embedded into a heterogeneous ITinfrastructure, and implement the means to utilize provenance
for each relevant stakeholder in medical research.

Methods
A thorough literature review was conducted as a basis for our
work [13]. Additionally, surveys of Moreau [14], Herschel et
al. [15] as well as Pérez et al. [16] were considered. These
works present background knowledge regarding provenance
research as well as several solutions that implement
provenance.
We will use the provenance definition by the W3C PROVDM specification: “provenance is defined as a record that
describes the people, institutions, entities, and activities
involved in producing, influencing, or delivering a piece of
data or a thing.” [6] Provenance is captured in several
granularities, ranging from provenance meta-data to data
provenance as depicted in Figure 1 [15]. Provenance metadata refers to a generic, hardly utilizable type of provenance,
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e.g. a free-text description of a method in a research paper.
Workflow and information system provenance refer to more
specific types of machine-usable data, for example, a
definition and execution of a workflow defined in a workflow
management system. Distinguishing between these two types
of provenance is not always possible. Data provenance refers
to the most specific type of provenance, which is usually
tailored to the precise context the data describes. Dublin Core,
for example, describes several elements of the provenance of
digital resources [17].
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These three nodes are connected by different relations as
depicted in a general overview in Figure 2. PROV-DM is
highly extensible, allowing to tailor general concepts to more
specific constructs. The W3C also provides different
serializations for PROV like XML [19] as well as general
guidelines on how to use PROV-DM data, like access and
query mechanisms [20].

Results
Using provenance from heterogeneous medical research
information systems requires considering three aspects:
extraction, storage, and utilization. Extraction (or capturing) of
provenance is the documentation of data processing steps.
Storage of provenance involves a data store, a data format and
the means to query the stored provenance data. Finally,
utilization generates knowledge from stored provenance data,
enabling possible uses from provenance like meta-analysis or
reproducibility of computing steps.
Extraction of provenance

Figure 1 – Provenance Types Hierarchically Ordered by the
Provenance Model and the Level of Instrumentation [15]
Capturing provenance manually is considered ineffective [18].
Workflow management systems enable capturing data based
on predefined workflows, resulting in workflow-based
provenance containing domain-specific insights on processing
steps. Process-based (or activity-based) methods require a
system or application itself to collect relevant provenance
data. Operating-system-based (OS-based) methods allow to
capture provenance based on OS functions, like file reads
[13]. Similarly, captured provenance based on service-oriented
architectures results in service-based provenance. Finally,
provenance capturing in the context of relational database
systems is considered as a specialized approach to collect
provenance [16].
Tracing provenance is performed by two approaches: lazy and
eager [16]. Lazy describes collecting provenance after the data
processing took place, for example by scraping logs or reverse
engineering database queries. The eager approach aims to
collect provenance data during data processing (or
immediately after), for example by wrapping data processing
applications.
PROV-DM is a data model for provenance on the web,
defined by the W3C in an effort to summarize and consolidate
existing provenance models [6]. It models provenance as an
acyclic directed graph, consisting of nodes and edges which
represent provenance. Entities, Activities, and Agents
represent objects, processes, and influences respectively.

Figure 2 – W3C PROV-DM Depicted as an Acyclic Directed
Graph, Showing the Three Starting Point Classes Entity,
Activity, Agent in Yellow, Blue, Orange Respectively,
Connected by the Relations Defined by PROV [21] and Two
Activity-specific Properties are Visualized in Grey

As a first step, coordination-points – central computing
systems which process high loads of data – will be tackled in
order to extract provenance [22]. PROV@TOS has been
implemented to capture provenance from data integration jobs
based on Talend Open Studio for Data Integration [23]. In
combination with version control systems, full-featured
provenance documents for data integration pipelines will be
extracted [24]. As a part of HiGHmed, the Medical Data
Integration Center at the University Medical Center in
Göttingen (UMG MeDIC) will use an IHE compliant
infrastructure that will use Audit Record Repositories defined
by IHE ATNA [25]. These will serve as sources to extract
provenance besides data integration pipelines. Upon enabling
provenance-awareness for those two coordination-points,
existing IT-systems are tackled. In addition to wrapping, logscraping or creating provenance templates [26], a concept to
categorize different provenance sources regarding the quality
of produced provenance data will be defined and used to
prioritize the implementation of capturing techniques per
system. Although the impact of different capturing techniques
on provenance quality has been investigated [18], we intend to
tailor a comparison to the medical domain in order to
prioritize the implementation of per system provenance
capturing mechanisms.
Solution to store provenance
Storing, accessing and querying provenance are made possible
at a centralized provenance store [27] utilizing the
standardized W3C PROV data model [6]. A neo4j NoSQL
database (https://neo4j.com/) with an appropriate W3C PROV
connector (https://github.com/DLR-SC/provneo4j) will serve
as the provenance store. It will be a part of an IHE-compliant
IT-infrastructure, hard linking provenance records to the
actual data they represent [28]. User access rights are defined
via the IHE Consent Profiles (BPPC/APPC) where applicable.
The definition of appropriate access rights needs to consider
data privacy (i.e. General Data Protection Regulation (EU)
2016/679 (GDPR)). Concepts analogous to the “CrossCommunity” profiles defined by IHE will be created and
implemented. As a basis, the PROV-AQ [20] mechanisms can
be used and extended to fit the needs within a medical context.
Furthermore,
FHIR
Resources
for
PROV
(http://hl7.org/fhir/provenance.html) are available for usage,
enabling captured provenance to be used across a whole data
sharing community.
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HiGHmed’s architectural framework relies on the openEHR
standard for semantic modeling of clinical information [12].
This
standard
provides
the
Feeder
Audit
(https://www.openehr.org/releases/RM/latest/docs/common/co
mmon.html#_feeder_system_audit) which enables linking or
directly storing provenance information on different
granularity levels even for single data entries where desired.
Visualization and exploration of provenance
On a per stakeholder basis, tools to access provenance records
are – if no ready-to-use solutions are available – developed
and evaluated, each serving the specialized needs of a
stakeholder regarding provenance questions. As a starting
point, three stakeholders are taken into account: domain
experts (medical informaticians) that perform data analytics,
data privacy officers that need to assess regulatory questions
and laymen (patients) that seek informational value from
provenance records. As intended, use case and domain
specific knowledge varies greatly among these three
stakeholders, therefore stakeholder-specific access and
interaction interfaces to provenance must be designed. A
stakeholder analysis needs to be performed prior to
implementing the tools followed by validation of the
implemented tools against the requirements previously
gathered [29]. The PrIMe methodology can serve as a starting
point for this task [30]. Tools visualizing such metadata to
researchers preparing data analysis can benefit from the
availability of standardized provenance information. In order
to assist in tasks like data analysis effectively, the planned
tools should be embedded into other applications (for
example, tranSMART (http://transmartfoundation.org/) for
data analysis). As other research fields have already
implemented solutions for their respective fields (for example,
DataONE [9]), an analysis of those implementations will be
performed. Additionally, gaining insight from provenance
records is not limited to visualizations, as network analytics
are currently evaluated within the provenance research
community [31]. To contribute to this research, the metrics
that are defined by the authors can be put to use within
controlling and monitoring systems.

Discussion
Solutions to capture, store, and use provenance data are
scarce. DataONE [9] implements provenance capturing,
storing, and usage to recall processing steps related to the data
objects that are stored in DataONE, enabling reproducibility.
Similarly, platforms like Galaxy [10] or CRISTAL [11] aim to
make processing workflows reproducible and recallable. In the
Software Evolution domain, the means to utilize provenance
data within source code versioning solutions for domain
specific needs exist, e.g. defect prediction [32] or simulation
of software evolution processes [33]. Our aim will be to learn
from these solutions and create the possibility to use
provenance to answer domain-specific questions regarding
reproducibility of results, assessing data quality, presentation
of results, and meta-analysis of all processes within the
context of medical research as Curcin et al. suggest [8].
Extraction of provenance
Several software solutions to capture provenance are
available, most of them based on workflow management
systems [16]. This makes it difficult to tailor them to the needs
within the HiGHmed MeDICs. Moreover, the client-server
architecture defined by the IHE profiles [25] makes the use of
OS-based provenance capture mechanisms less viable. The
majority of data sources are only available by proprietary

software, urging us to choose an approach similar to PLUS
[22]: we will focus on provenance from coordination-points
first and tackle single systems second, employing PrIMe [24]
to wrap or extend systems. Data privacy needs to be
considered when extracting provenance from medical data sets
due to GDPR. Where applicable, fine-grained domain-specific
provenance data will be extracted from source systems in
order to represent the whole data capturing process within the
provenance store [11].
Audit logs compliant to the Good Clinical Practice (GCP)
showed to yield valuable information regarding provenance
[5]. Hence, the audit logs captured based on the ATNA IHEprofile specification may yield comparable data from a
coordination-point. Source systems that forward audit logs
compliant with ATNA could also be addressed this way.
Further investigation is needed to validate this assumption,
being an integral part of establishing provenance-aware
medical research IT-infrastructures.
Solutions to store provenance
As W3C PROV-DM is modeled as an acyclic directed graph
[6], the neo4j graph database is a primary candidate to store
PROV data in contrast to commonly used relational database
storage systems [8]. Neo4j provides a reliable and scalable
solution to store and query graph data [34] and is also used by
established provenance recording systems [22,35].
Data privacy within provenance is oftentimes regarded as the
need to ensure access rights to provenance data [8,14]. Albeit
an important consideration, restricting access to provenance is
insufficient to meet both, data privacy regulations and
interests of data analysts. Chapman et al. introduce the use of
surrogates to mask sensitive data to unprivileged users [22].
This enables the use of sensitive data without violating
privacy rights. Under the umbrella term “secure (data)
provenance”, Torra et al. summarize four requirements [36]:
distribution of provenance, integrity of provenance,
availability of provenance and privacy and confidentiality of
provenance. Tailoring these requirements to the medical
research domain will be an important part of future research
and the implementation in the UMG MeDIC and other Data
Integration Centers.
Provenance data is considered essential within big data
applications [37]. Although medical research ITinfrastructures are not necessarily big data applications [1],
some characteristics (variety, veracity and, to some degree,
volume of data) remain important in data integration in
translational research. Within the GIS community, distributing
data with its provenance is common practice [38]. Hence,
federating provenance across multiple sites in ways similar to
the federation of medical data sets is an important focus which
needs to be addressed when implementing data federation
infrastructures. FHIR, as a standard for medical data
exchange, incorporates W3C PROV and provides a starting
point to focus on provenance federation.
Visualization and exploration of provenance
Utilizing provenance usually comes in two steps: visualization
and analysis. Several solutions to visualize provenance exist,
primarily an acyclic directed graph defined by PROV-DM [6].
Prov-O-Viz by Hoekstra and Groth is another graph-based
visualization that focuses on the data flow within activities
and entities [39]. Schreiber and Struminski present a solution
to make provenance understandable for laymen using a
representation with comics [40]. The latter solution will serve
as a starting point to implement provenance visualization
solutions for all stakeholders. In combination with the data
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itself, provenance is able to assist visualization of medical
records in a similar approach to EVLIN [41].
Due to the nature of PROV-DM, analysis of provenance – that
is, computations utilizing provenance without visualizing it –
are closely related to network analysis techniques. Huynh et
al. tailored several metrics established within network analysis
to provenance data, demonstrating the usefulness of such
techniques [31]. The usage of provenance templates may add
insight in combination with network analysis [26].
Provenance insight serves different purposes [7]. Tackling all
purposes in a single application would result in a highly
complex tool that requires not only a deep understanding of
provenance itself but also of the data it describes. To
circumvent this challenge, insights from research regarding
data quality of medical data sets can be exploited. Kahn et al.
recommend utilizing provenance to improve data quality and
data reuse of observational and administrative data [42]. Also,
the term “fitness for purpose” was coined to describe that
every use case requires a specialized view on data sets to gain
optimal performance [43]. Following this paradigm, we aim to
make provenance usable for each stakeholder by selecting
relevant provenance data sets and by using a specialized
applications, tailored to a small set of provenance questions.
As an example, the GCP-compliant data capture software
secuTrial (https://www.secutrial.com) implements a function
to review audit trails within the application itself, bringing
provenance directly into the context of the data itself.

Conclusions
The means to extract, store, and utilize provenance have been
tackled individually by several tools within the provenance
community. Solutions that grant all of these features are scarce
but show great potential to improve reproducibility, recall,
insight, presentation, and enable meta-analysis of processing
steps within heterogeneous IT-infrastructures. We aim to learn
from successful implementations in other disciplines (GIS [9],
bio-informatics [10] and software evolution [32,33]), and
harness this knowledge to jump start provenance applications
in medical research implemented in a provenance toolbox that
pools all features related to extraction, storage, and utilization
of provenance. This will improve reproducibility, re-use,
interoperability, and overall quality in medical research [8,44].
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